
Color Theory 101 
Write the following color schemes and their definitions in your sketchbook. 

 

Primary colors – (Red, Yellow, Blue), These colors cannot be created by mixing other colors. When mixed 
together, these colors create all other colors. 
 
Secondary colors – (Orange, Green, Violet), These are a result from mixing the primary colors. 
 
Intermediate/ Tertiary colors - Colors that are made by mixing a primary color with a secondary color. For 
example: Yellow-Green is a tertiary color because Yellow-Green is a result from mixing together Yellow 
(Primary) and Green (Secondary). 
 
Warm colors – (Red, Orange, Yellow), These colors remind us of warm things such as fire or the sun. 
 
Cool colors – (Green, Blue, Violet), These colors remind us of cold things such as winter or water. 
 
Complimentary colors – Colors that are directly across from one another on the color wheel.  For example: 
Violet and Yellow are complimentary colors. 
 
Analogous colors – Any 3 colors that are side by side on the color wheel. For example: Red-Orange, Orange 
and Yellow-Orange would be considered analogous colors. 
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